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The stability of open Jackson networks is established where service times are i.i.d. general 
distribution, exogeneous interarrival times are i.i.d. general distribution, and the routing is 
Markovian. The service time distributions are only required to have finite first moment. The system 
is modeled (at arrival epochs) as a general state space Markov chain. Explicit regeneration points 
are found (even in the case when the system never empties) and the chain is shown to be Harris 
ergodic if standard rate conditions are enforced, that is, if at each node, the long run average 
amount of work per unit time that arrives exogenously destined for that node is strictly less than 
one. In addition, we prove that if the system is modeled in continuous time then convergence to 
a steady-state occurs in total variation if the interarrival time distribution is spread-out. Extensions 
of the results to multi-server nodes, non-Markovian routing and Markov modulated arrivals are 
given. 
queue * Jackson open network * regenerative * Harris chain 
1. Introduction 
Consider an open queueing network with c FIFO single server stations (nodes), 
i.i.d. general distribution service times at each node, Markovian routing and i.i.d. 
general distribution exogeneous interarrival times. This is sometimes called a Jackson 
open network with general distribution i.i.d. input. Assuming the standard rate 
conditions, at each node, the total arrival rate is less than the service rate, the stability 
of such queues (the existence of a unique steady-state distribution for queue lengths, 
sojourn times etc.) has until now only been established for special cases: When 
service times are exponential and arrivals are Poisson we have the classic Jackson 
network with the well known product-form steady-state distribution for the number 
of customers at each node (Jackson, 1963). Borovkov (1986) considers the case 
when all service time and interarrival time distributions are assumed to satisfy a 
strong Cram& condition, that is, they essentially have tails that are asymptotically 
exponential; in particular they have finite moments of all orders. We point out that 
in the (much simpler) closed network case it has already been established that 
general service time distributions with finite first moment suffice for stability (Sigman, 
1989). 
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In the present paper we establish stability for the open network by only assuming 
(in addition to the standard rate conditions) that service time distributions have 
finite first moment. The interarrival time distribution is allowed to have infinite first 
moment. By modeling the system (at arrival epochs) as a general state space Markov 
chain X = {X,,}, we prove that X is in fact Harris ergodic. We do so by explicitely 
finding regeneration points for the chain (even in the case when the system never 
empties) and then showing that the embedded renewal process is positive recurrent. 
Moreover, modeling the system in continuous time we prove that if the interarrival 
time distribution has finite first moment and is spread-our then the associated 
continuous time process X(t) converges in total variation to a steady-state distri- 
bution. 
In Section 2, the queueing network is presented, modeled as a general state space 
Markov chain and our main result (Theorem 2.1) is stated. In Section 3 we deeply 
analyze the regenerative structure of two special cases of our model: the tandem 
(TA) and random assignment (RA). The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in Section 
4. In Section 5 a continuous time analogue to Theorem 2.1 is given (Theorem 5.1). 
In Section 6 our results are extended to the case of multi-server nodes. In Section 
7 general paths are considered and stability is shown for a permutation tandem 
queue (Proposition 7.1). Finally in Section 8 our theorems are extended to the case 
of Markov modulated Poisson arrivals (Proposition 8.1). 
The theory of Harris recurrent Markov processes in the context of queues plays 
a major role in our approach; the reader is referred to Sigman (1988b, 1990) with 
the many references there for the appropriate background. We mention, however, 
that the Harris recurrent Markov chain approach was first used by Charlot, 
Ghidouche and Hamami (1978) to establish stability for the classic FIFO GI/GI/c 
queue. 
2. The open network model 
Consider a c note queueing network with the nth exogenous customer (denoted by 
C,) arriving at time t, with 0 s t, < t, s . . . , and lim,,, t, = 00. Each node is a 
FIFO single server station (with unlimited size waiting room). Upon arrival, each 
customer is assigned (independent of the past) an initial station according to the 
initial distribution 9 = ( p, , p2, . . . , pc). Routing is Markovian: after completing 
service at node i, a customer is routed (independent of all else) to the end of the 
queue at node j with probability 9, (1 s i, js c). In addition, we let Y,,~ denote the 
probability of leaving the system after a service completion at node i (and going 
home). Thus each customer’s sequence of routings forms a Markov chain (with 
initial distribution 9’) which we assume has precisely one set of absorbing states, 
the singleton {g}. R = (T,,~) is called the routing matrix. Service times at the ith node 
{S,(i): k 2 0} are handed out by the server and assumed i.i.d. with distribution Gi 
and mean 0s l/pi <CO; S(i) will denote a generic service time -G,. We assume 
that exogenous arrival epochs (t,) form a renewal process with rate 0 s A <cc and 
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(i.i.d.) interarrival times T, = t,+, - t, ; E( T,,) = l/h. T will denote a generic interar- 
rival time. We let I, denote the initial node for C, ; (I,,) forms an i.i.d. sequence 
with distribution P. The service time sequences, the interarrival time sequence, and 
the initial node sequence are assumed independent. 
Let Q,, = (Q,,(I), Q,(2), . . , On(c)) d enote the queue lengths (not including those 
in service) at the c nodes at time t, - and Y, = ( Y,,(l), Y,,(2), . . . , Y,(c)) the residual 
service times (set to zero if server is free). It easily follows (by all the i.i.d. 
assumptions) that the process X,, = ( Qn, Y,) forms a Markov chain with state space 
Z= N: x rW:. K (x, A) = P,(X, E A) will denote the transition kernel for X. By a 
bounded rectangle we will mean a set of the form 
B(k,b)={(n,y):O~n,~k,O~y,~~b;l~i~c}. (2.1) 
For each i (1 s i c c), let N,(i) denote the (random) number of times that C,, will 
desire service at node i. {N,,(i): n aO> forms an i.i.d. sequence with distribution 
completely determined by 9’ and R. Moreover, since the routes follow a finite state 
space Markov chain with absorbing state g, it follows that M, dsf E (N,, (i)) < a (in 
fact has finite moments of all orders). Define A, dzf AM, ; we refer to A, as the total 
arrival rate to node i (although this has not yet been established; see Remark 2.1). 
It is well known that the A,‘s are the unique solution to the following set of c 
equations: 
Ai = Ap, + x Air,, + Airit, 
,fi 
l=ZiGc. (2.2) 
Finally, we define pi dzf h,/p,; it represents the long run average rate at which 
work arrives exogeneously to the system destined for node i; p dsf p, + . . . +p, 
denotes the total long run average rate at which work arrives exogeneously to the 
system. 
Theorem 2.1. The Markov chain X = {X,} for the open network model is Harris ergodic 
ifp,<lforeach i (lsicc). 
Remark 2.1. That A, actually is the long run average total arrival rate to node i has 
not yet been established since apriori we do not know if A, actually is the rate at 
which customers enter service at note i. The problem is that we do not know if the 
flow of customers destined for node i actually get there. Theorem 2.1 of course 
establishes this. 
3. Tandem and random assignment queues 
In order to find regeneration points for our chain (X,,) of Section 2, we must first 
consider two (easy) special cases of the open network that have the common property 
of allowing no feedback, the tandem and the random assignment queues. 
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The tandem queue (TA) is the case where p, = 1, T,,~+, = 1 for every i (1~ is c - 1) 
and r,,, = 1. The random assignment queue (RA) is the case where for every i 
(lsisc), pi>0 and ~~,~=l. For TA, h;=h (lsisc) and hence pi=h/p,. For 
RA, A, = piA and hence pi = piA/ p,. 
The following two propositions are very special cases of Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 
7.1 of Sigman (1988b); the reader is referred there for the proofs. 
Proposition 3.1. For the tandem queue, iffor each i, pi < 1 then (X,) forms a Harris 
ergodic Markov chain. In particular it is regenerative with a positive recurrent aperiodic 
embedded renewal process. 0 
Proposition 3.2. For the random assignment queue, if for each i, pi < 1 then (X,,) 
forms a Harris ergodic Markov chain. In particular it is regenerative with a positive 
recurrent aperiodic embedded renewal process. 0 
In general, the two systems above never empty once they begin serving customers. 
Easy counterexamples: for the TA queue, let c = 2, T, = 2 for all n 2 0 and let the 
service times at both stations be deterministic of length 1.9. Then Qn = (0, 1) for all 
n 3 2. For the RA queue, let c = 2, pi = 4 (1 s i c 2), T,, z 2 for all n z 0 and all service 
times at both stations be deterministic of length 2. Then for all n > 2, Q,,(i) 2 1 for 
at least one i. More generally it can be shown that the tandem queue will empty iff 
P(T>S(l)+S(2)+ . . . +S(c))>O. A RA queue will empty iff for at least one i, 
P(T>S(i))>O. 
We now proceed to explicitely find regeneration points for the TA queue for the 
case c = 2. The method we use is in the same spirit as in Sigman (1988a). 
Let S,(l), S,(2) denote the nth customer’s service time at the two nodes (having 
distributions G, and G2 respectively). Let A denote the interarrival distribution. 
Let ~(i)=inf{s>O: G,(s)>O} (i=l,2) and let l=sup{t>O: A(t)<l}. Thus s(l), 
~(2) and t denote the essential infimum of each service time distribution and the 
essential supremum of the interarrival distribution respectively. Let s* = 
max(_s( l), ~(2)). Since pi < 1 (i = 1,2), there exists a 6 > 0 such that P(S( i) c s( 1) + 
6)>0,i=1,2,andP(T>s*+36)>O.Inparticular,any6satisfyingO<36<~-s* 
will work. Let ‘Z(n) denote the event {S,,(i) s s( i) + 6, i = 1,2, T,, > s* + 36). These 
events are i.i.d. with probability (Y = P( g(1)). Let C denote the bounded set 
{(n,y):n,=O,n,~l,y,=O,yZ~_s(l)}. Let @(n)denotetheevent{(X,EC),%(n)}. 
Define random times TV by T” = 0, 
rk+,=min{n>r,: S(n-1)). (3.1) 
It is easily shown that for each initial state x, there exists a (minimal) integer 
m = m(x) such that 
P,(X, E C) g(l), &Y(2), . . . , 8(m - 1)) = 1. (3.2) 
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The idea here is that conditioning on the events Z!?(n) keeps decreasing the 
workload at both nodes until finally (after conditioning a sufficiently large number 
of times) the first node is empty, the second node has at most one customer in it, 
and this customer has a minimally small residual service time. Moreover, if x’s x2 
then m(x,) < m(x,). For any initial state x we have from (3.2) that for m = m(x), 
P,(X, E C) 2 Lymm’ and hence Px( 9( m)) b a”‘. Observe that 
(X,l~,=~)=((O,O,O,(S,-,(~)+S,-,(2)-~,-,)+)l~(~-~)), (3.3) 
is independent of (X0, X,, . . . , X7’_, , T,), and has the same distribution for each n. 
Call this distribution $, 
G(B) = P(X, E B 17, = n). (3.4) 
By the strong Markov property it thus follows that T = (TV) forms an embedded 
renewal process (that is aperiodic since P(72-7,=1)=P(~(n)lT,=n)= 
P(Z(n)) > 0). 
From the above analysis it follows that for any sufficiently large bounded rectangle 
B(k, a) there exists a y = y( k, a) > 0 and an integer r = r(k, a) such that for all 
x E B( k, a) and all Bore1 sets A, 
K’(x, A) 2 MA). (3.5) 
From (3.5) it follows by a y geometric trial argument that 7 is positive recurrent if 
for some bounded rectangle B, . 
L(T(B))<a (3.6) 
for all x E ZZ’, where T(B) = min{ n > 0: X, E B} is the hitting time to I?. This is because 
(3.6) implies that B is recurrent, that is, P,(X, E B i.o.) = 1 for all x E Z which in 
turn implies that r is recurrent. Positive recurrence follows since if x, <x, then 
ExI(T(B))~Ex2(T(B)) and so sup{E,(T(B)):x~B}<co. 
By the Harris ergodicity of (X,) for the tandem queue (via Proposition 3.1), all 
sufficiently large bounded rectangles B indeed satisfy (3.6). 
Remark 3.1. The two node TA system will empty iff i> _s( 1) + s(2). If this condition 
is not met, then the ( )’ in (3.3) is not necessary. Commonly met sufficient conditions 
for the system to empty are that either i= 00 or that _s( i) = 0 for at least one i (i = 1,2). 
Remark 3.2. For c 3 3 a similar regenerative structure can be found for TA. The 
idea is to condition on service times being small at all c nodes and all (exogenous) 
interarrival times being large. Eventually a regenerative structure similar to that in 
(3.3) arises. In fact, when the system is modeled by the (Harris ergodic) Markov 
chain (D”(l) ,..., D,(c),&(l) ,..., S,(c)), where D,(i) denotes the delay of the 
nth customer while at the ith node, specific regeneration points have already 
appeared in the literature (Nummelin, 1981; Sigman, 1988a). 
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We now proceed to explicitely find the regeneration points for the RA queue for 
the case c = 2. We sketch the procedure since it is similar to that used for TA. Let 
i, ~(1) and ~(2) be defined as for TA. pi < 1 implies that 
E(T)IP,>E(S(i)). (3.7) 
If p, is rational then so is p2 and p, = k,/ m and p2 = k,/m for integers m, k, and 
k2 with k2 = m -k,. Hence 
P(T,+ . . . +T,>S,(i)+ ... +S,(i))>O 
and 
mi> k&i), i = 1,2. (3.8) 
If p, is irrational then so is pz but we can perturb them to make them rational: 
Choose 0 < E < p1 irrational such that j?i dzf p, - F is rational. Then & dzf 1 -p^, = pz+ F 
is also rational. Choose F small enough so that (3.7) holds with j& replacing p2. It 
follows that (3.8) holds for integers m, k, and k2 where p^, = k,/m and fiz= k2/m; 
hence, in any case we can choose 6 > 0 such that for i = 1,2, 
mi> ka(i)+26. (3.9) 
Now consider a system where arrivals are assigned a station in the following 
cyclic (of length m) fashion: The first k, arrivals go to node 1, the next k, go to 
node 2 and so on. Moreover, suppose that service times are small S,,(i) s 
s(i) + 6/(2m), and interarrival times are large T,, > i- 6/(2m). Let V,(i) denote the 
total work at node i at time r,-, that is, the sum of all service times waiting in the 
ith queue + Y,,(i). It follows from (3.9) that if customers are assigned in the above 
cyclic fashion and if service times are small and interarrival times large then 
V,+,(l) < V,(l)-& In fact, V,,+,(l) s V,,(l)-18 for any I> 1 and hence eventually 
V,,+,(l) =0 for some I. Similarly at node 2, V,,+,,,,(Z)~ V,(2)-@ and hence 
eventually V,,,,,,, (2) = 0 for some 1. 1 can be chosen large enough so that both 
V,,+,(l)=0 and K,n+k,+l(2)=0 in which case for n = lm + k, + 1, X, has the 
distribution of the following vector: 
(( 
k, 
o,o, C (s,(l)-T,),O 
>I 
S,(l)s~.(l)+&, T,>i-$; lsjsk, (3.10) 
j=1 
Call this distribution $. Observe that the mass of rC, is contained in all sufficiently 
large bounded rectangles B( k, a). 
Let p1 =pflp,kz, ai=P(S(i)~~(i)+6/(2m)), (Y=LY:~(Y$ and &=(P(T>i- 
6/(2m)))“. 
/3: is the probability that the first nm customers of our RA system are assigned 
a node according to the cyclic fashion above. It follows that for each initial XE E 
and any Bore1 set A there exists an n = n(x) such that (3.5) holds with r = n(x)m 
and y = (cQ1pz)“. Analogous to TA, this gives rise to an (aperiodic) embedded 
renewal process 7 that is positive recurrent if (3.6) holds for some bounded rectangle. 
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Remark 3.3. The RA system will empty iff I> s(i) for some i. For example if t> _s( 1) 
then (lr from (3.10) can be made the point mass at 0. 
Remark 3.4. For c 3 3 a similar regenerative structure can be found for RA. We can 
assume (via perturbing the p,) that all pi are rational of the form k,/m where 
k,+ ... + k, = m. We can condition on consecutive arrivals getting assigned to 
nodes in a cyclic fashion, the first k, to node 1, the next k, to node 2 and so on. 
We additionally condition on service times being small and interarrival times being 
large. This finally gives rise to a similar regenerative structure as defined in (3.10). 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We first consider the case for c = 2. 
Lemma 4.1. There exists a probability measure I/J on E, a constant 0 < y < 1, a bounded 
set C and an integer r 2 1 such that I+!I( C) = 1 and for all x E C and all Bore1 sets A, 
K’(x, A) 2 y+(A). In fact X is I,!J irreducible, that is, for any Bore1 set A with +(A) > 0 
and any initial state x, there exists an integer m (depending on x and A) such that 
K “(x, A) > 0. Furthermore, if C c B with B a bounded rectangle, then there exists an 
integer 1 and a number 0 ==I a < 1 (depending on B) such that K’(x, C) 2 a for all x E B. 
Proof. Case 1. p,prr,,,rz,l: > 0. In this case, there is a positive probability p = 
p,r,,, +p2r2,g that an arrival will get routed exactly as in an RA(p, , pJ queue. Let 
S(n) denote the event {X, E B(k, a)} (recall equation (2.1)). 
Suppose 9(n) occurs and let %‘( n, 1) denote the event {all customers in the system 
at time t,- depart immediately after completing one service, and the next 1 arrivals 
(n,n+l,..., n + I- 1) get routed as in an RA(p,, pz) queue}. Observe that 
JYxe(n, ~)19(n))~p’(r,,,r,.,)‘k+2 and does not depend on n. Letting H(x, A) denote 
the transition kernel for RA we obtain 
K/(x, A) ~p’(r,,grZ,g)21i+‘H’(x, A) (4.1) 
for all x E B( k, a). Thus from (3.5) (for RA) and the analysis in Section 3 we obtain 
the desired result. 
Case 2. pr p2rl,,r2,, = 0. We sketch the proof since it is similar in spirit to Case 1 
in that an inequality like (4.1) can be shown to hold between transition kernels. We 
obtain the regenerative structure of either a single server queue (in which case r = 1 
and I++ is the point mass at 0 = (0, 0, 0,O)) or TA queue. To see this, suppose p, = 0. 
Then p2 = 1 and at least one of rl,g and r2,g is non-zero. If r2,g > 0 then with probability 
r2,g an arrival will get routed as if attending a single server queue at the second 
node. Furthermore, p2 = 1 implies (via p2 -C 1) that A < p2 (hence t> ~(2)); thus, by 
conditioning on consecutive arrivals having the single server route (and having small 
service times, large interarrival times) as well as all current customers leaving as 
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soon as possible, the system will eventually empty. If r2,g = 0 then with probability 
r2,,r1,R an arrival will get routed as in a TA (from node 2 to node 1) and we can 
proceed as for the TA in Section 3 since A < min{p, , p2}. Similarly, when p2 = 0, 
we can reduce to either a single server queue at the first node or a TA queue from 
node 1 to node 2. If p1p2> 0 and r I,g = 0, then every arrival must leave the system 
from node 2 and hence attend node 2 at least once; thus (via p2 < 1) A < puz (hence 
7>_s(2)). We thus can condition (with probability p2r2,g) on customers having a 
route identical to a single server queue at the second node. The case when ptp2 > 0 
and r2,g = 0 is analogous. Cl 
For any Bore1 set B, let T(B) denote the hitting time to B; T(B) = min{n > 0: 
X, E B}. The set B is called recurrent if Px( T( B) < 00) = 1 for all initial states x. By 
the strong Markov property, it follows that B is recurrent iff Px(X, E B i.o.) = 1 for 
all x. B is called positive recurrent if E,( T( B)) <cc for all x. 
Lemma 4.2. If for some k and a B( k, a) is a positive recurrent bounded rectangle for 
X then X is Harris ergodic. 
Proof. Suppose B = B(k, a) is a bounded rectangle. If B is positive recurrent then 
so is any larger bounded rectangle; thus we can assume that C c B (C from Lemma 
4.1). From Lemma 4.1 there exists an integer I and a number O< a < 1 such that 
K’(x, C)>(Y for all x E B and hence K’+‘(x, A) 2 a?@(A) for all x E B. In particular, 
every time the chain visits B there is a probability ay that the chain will regenerate 
E-t r steps later (with distribution (cr). Similar to the RA and TA queues, positive 
recurrence of the embedded renewal process follows by an cuy geometric trial type 
argument since sup{E,( T( B)): x E B} < ~0. Aperiodicity follows since the regenera- 
tive structure is inherited from either the RA or TA models, both of which are 
aperiodic. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First suppose that all service times are bounded by some 
constant b so that %‘= N: x [0, b12. For any integer k, consider the set B(k) = B( k, b). 
We will show that for sufficiently large k and m that B(k) is positive recurrent for 
the Markov chain Z = {X,,,, : n 2 0) and hence positive recurrent for X itself, Harris 
ergodicity will follow from Lemma 4.2. Let L,(i) denote the number of customers 
at node i at time t,- ; Qn( i) = (I!+,( i)-l)+. For the jth customer at node i at time 
t, - , let W,, (j, i) denote the sum of all future service times that they intend to use. 
To be precise, let M(i) denote an r.v. with the conditional distribution of N,,(i) 
given I,, = i. Then for each i, { W,,(j, i): 1 <j s L,(i)} are i.i.d. having the distribution 
of C,“=‘:’ Sk(i) (with M(i) independent of the S,(i)); in particular the distribution 
does not depend upon n. Let w(X,,) =& W,,(j, i)+Ci Y,,(i) denote the total work 
in system at time t,-. W(X) can (in a similar manner) be defined for any x E %?. 
Define g(x) = E(w(x)). It represents the expected amount of work in system when 
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the state is x. Observe that each exogenous arrival to the system brings with them 
the expected amount of work M, / p, + Mz/ pz = p/A. To establish positive recurrence 
of B(k) for the chain 2 (for sufficiently large k, m) it suffices by Theorem 6.1 of 
Tweedie (1976) (Foster’s criterion) to show that there exists an F > 0 such that 
Q(G) s g(x)-&, xg B(k), (4.2a) 
and 
Kg(G)I(B(k)) <a, XE B(k). (4.2b) 
Here B(k) denotes the complement of B(k) and I(B) the indicator function for 
a set B. Observe that (4.2b) holds for all m and k since E,g(X,,,) s g(x) + mp/h; 
thus we need to prove (4.2a) which states that the net work in system between time 
0 and time t,-- decreases by at least F for any X0= XG B(k) (negative drift). If 
X0 = x E B(k) then for some j, QO(j) > k and the server at node j is busy completing 
work at rate 1. Moreover, the length of time that this server will remain busy is at 
least S,(j) + . . . + S,(j). Clearly, by increasing k we can keep server j busy for as 
long as we wish. 
Assume for now that k = ~0 and observe that after t, time units precisely t, units 
of work will have been completed by this server; the expected amount being 
E(t,) = m/A. But, by time t,, the expected amount of work that has arrived 
exogenously destined for node j is mp,/ A < m/A (since p, < 1 by assumption); thus 
the total expected work for node j has been decreased by the amount m6, where 
C,=(l-p,)lA. 
At the other node i #j the expected amount of work that has arrived exogenously 
destined for node i is mp,/A. Observe (since k = ~0) that the process of departures 
from node j that proceed next to node i forms a renewal process that is positive 
recurrent (at rate p,rji) if r,, > 0 (transient otherwise). Let N,(t) denote the corre- 
sponding counting process. In addition, exogenous arrivals with initial node i form 
a renewal process A,(t) that is recurrent (at rate Ap,) if p, > 0 (transient otherwise). 
Let M,(t) denote the (independent) superposition of these two renewal processes. 
It is a point process with long run rate given by (Y, dzf pjrji+Ap, ; hence (by an 
elementary sample path analysis), the (long run) rate at which customers enter 
service at node i is y, dsf min{ai/( 1 - r,,), pi}. Here we are including feedback from 
node i to itself. From equation (2.2), A, = (Ap, + Ajrji)/( 1 - rii) G yi (since A, < k, by 
assumption); thus the (long run) average amount of work completed by node i per 
unit time is yi/p, 2 p,. 
Thus the (long run) average amount of work completed by both nodes together 
per unit time is 2 1 + px > p. Assuming (the worst case) that Y,(i) = 0 and YO( j) = 6, 
let m(i) be large enough and I > 0 small enough so that the total expected amount 
of work by time t, - has been decreased by at least I. To finish the proof for 
the case of bounded service times, let m = max{m( l), m(2)}, and choose E such that 
0<2~<min(s(l), ~(2)). Choose k so large (but finite) that for each i= 1,2, 
P(S,(i)+ . . . + Sk(i) < t,-) is negligible. It follows that for k sufficiently large (but 
finite) (4.2a) holds. (Observe that if E(T) = cc then work will decrease even more.) 
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For general service times (not necessarily bounded) we shall at first need to 
assume that the T, are bounded by i-c co. Consider the set d(b) = N: x [0, b]‘. We 
first will show that d(b) is positive recurrent for X when b is sufficiently large. To 
this end, we use (analogous to (4.2a, b) above) Foster’s criterion with the function 
g(X,) = max{ Y,(l), Y,(2)}: we show the existence of an E > 0 such that 
E&(X,)) s g(x) - e, xg d(b), (4.3a) 
K(g(X,)) < 00, x E d(b). (4.3b) 
Similar to (4.2b), (4.3b) is easily shown to hold; thus we must show (4.3a). If 
X,=x&d(b) then for some i, Y,,(i)>b. For b>i we have O<E,(Y,(i))= 
E( Y,(i)- To) = Y,(i)-l/h. Consider the other node j # i. It is possible that YO(j) < i 
so that by time t,--, a large new service time has been started at this node causing 
g(X,) = Y,(j). But in this case, g(X,) = E{ Y,(j); Y,(j) > Y,,(i) - To} + 0 as b + ~0 
because E( Y,(j)) has finite first moment (do to the finite moment assumption on 
G, and the fact that P( T, s i)= 1) and Y,(i)- T,, 2 b - i+ CC as b + CO. Doing this 
for both cases i = 1,2 yields a large enough b so that (4.3a) holds with E = 1/2A. 
Thus the event ( Y,, s (b, b)) is positive recurrent. It now suffices to consider the 
Markov chain J, = (X,,,) where y0 = 0 and yn+, = min{n > Y,? : Y, s (6, b)). But this 
reduces the problem to the case of bounded service times so that we can use Foster’s 
criterion (via (4.2a, b)) on J to establish that B(k) is positive recurrent for large 
enough k. That is, we can find an m such that if YOs (b, b)) and Q0 is large enough 
then E,(g(J,)) < g(x)-&. This completes the theorem for bounded T,,. For the case 
of unbounded T,, we shall show that visits of the chain to the origin serve as a 
recurrent embedded renewal process. To this end, choose a E (O,OO) and let 
?n dzf min{a, T,,} denote interarrival times for an alternative system (having the same 
service time distributions and routing matrix as the original one). Let bi denote the 
corresponding work intensities. Choose a large enough so that p^, < 1 for each node 
i. By our above analysis, Xm for this new system is Harris ergodic; in particular the 
work w(X,,) is tight. But, by construction, NJ(X,,) serves as a stochastic upper bound 
for w(X,,) and hence w(X,,) is tight also. Moreover, since T, are unbounded, for 
any initial work w(X,) = w s b we have P(w(X,) = 01 w(X,) = w) 3 P( To> b) > 0. 
It follows (by a geometric trials argument) that for any b, { w(X,) s b i.o.} = {w(X,,) = 
0 i.o.}. This implies that the event {w(X,,) = 0 for only finitely many n} is the same 
as the event {lim inf w(X,,) = OO} and hence by tightness must have zero probability. 
X is thus Harris recurrent. Positive recurrence follows from tightness, aperiodicity 
is immediate. Thus X is Harris ergodic. 0 
We sketch the proof of Theorem 2.1 for the case c 3 3 since it is the same as for 
c = 2. Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 can be shown to hold. The only difference is that there 
are more possibilities for the specific regenerative structure that X inherits. For 
example if pirj, > 0 for all i then X inherits the regeneration points from a c node 
RA (see Remark 3.4). More generally we look at all nodes i for which rig > 0 and 
consider an alternative system where rip = 1 for these nodes (and thus rii =0 for all 
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j). In addition, at any other node j for which rj, >O we set rjj =O. Finally, we 
additionally set to zero all routing probabilities that cause feedback. This new 
network has no feedback and for each i still satisfies pi < 1. From this new network 
one can find either a stable tandem subroute or a stable RA subroute or a stable 
mixture of (unstable) RA and TA routes. What we mean by a stable route is that 
if all customers followed that route then the standard rate conditions would still 
hold. A stable mixture means that upon arrival there are probabilities, say ql, . . . , q, 
that an arrival will follow one of I subroutes each one of these being of the RA or 
TA type. Although each subroute separately is unstable, the mixture is stable. The 
point here is that this new (greatly simplified) network has a regenerative structure 
in the spirit of Section 3. Moreover, by construction, every arrival to our original 
network can be conditioned (with fixed positive probability) to get routed as if 
attending this new network. Thus X inherits the regenerative structure of the new 
network. The proof then proceeds as for the c = 2 case. To help the reader, we 
illustrate the cases for c = 3. Let cii and p^C denote the routing probabilities for the 
alternative (non-feedback) system. Suppose that rlR > 0 and rzg = r3g = 0. Then every 
customer must depart from node 1. Set F,, = 1. If p, > 0 then set fi, = 1 (and hence 
all other routing probabilities are set to zero) thus obtaining a stable single server 
queue. On the other hand if p, = 0, then, if p2p3r2,r,, > 0 set ;?,GJ, = 1. This gives 
rise to a TA where the first facility is an RA (with two nodes) and the second facility 
is a single server. The regenerative structure of such a system is covered in Sigman 
(1988a). If pr = 0 and pzps > 0 and r3, = 0 then r3*r2, > 0 and we set FZ, = tx2 = 1 (all 
others zero). This gives a skip forward queue, shown to be Harris ergodic in Sigman 
(1988b). Instead of listing all other cases, we mention (and the reader can check) 
that the only other possible alternative systems for c = 3 besides the ones already 
covered in this paper are: a TA where the first facility is a single server and the 
second is an RA. A mixture of a single server and a TA (with two nodes). Such a 
system can be viewed as an RA where the first station (chosen with probability p, 
(say)) is a single server and the second (chosen with probability 1 -p,) is a TA 
(with two nodes). 
5. Networks in continuous time 
For our open network model with i.i.d. input, let X(t) = (Q(t), Y(t)) denote the 
queue length vector and residual service time vector at time t; X,, = X(t,-). Let 
B(t) denote the forward recurrence time of the renewal process of exogenous 
arrivals; B(t) is the time until the next arrival after time t. It is easily seen that 
Z(t) = (X(t), B(t)) is a Markov process with state space Y= %‘x R, and paths in 
the space 9, of functions f: Iw, + Y that are right continuous with left hand limits 
(endowed with the Skorohod topology). In addition to the assumptions made in 
Theorem 2.1, we also assume that the interarrival time distribution A has finite first 
moment. A distribution A on the non-negative reals is called spread out if, for some 
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integer n 2 1, F”” has an absolutely continuous component (with respect to Lebesgue 
measure) where *n denotes the nth-fold convolution (see Asmussen, 1987, Section 
6.1). A Markov processes 2 in continuous time is called Harris recurrent if there 
exists a non-trivial a-finite measure v such that 
v(A)>0 + P, 
(I 
oc 
lAoZ,dt=co =l forall z. 
0 > 
The reader is referred to Section 3 of Sigman (1990) (for background material and 
details) where such processes are considered in the context of queues. 
Theorem 5.1. If pi < 1 (1 c i c c) then Z is a positive Harris recurrent Markov process 
(HRMP). In particular it is positive recurrent one-dependent regenerative (od-R) with 
a unique steady-state distribution T. Moreover, Z(t) converges to ST in total variation 
if and only if A is spread-out. 
Proof. Let 7 be a positive recurrent embedded renewal process for (X,,) (via Sections 
3 and 4). Define random times yk = t,. From Sigman (1990) it follows that ( yk) are 
od-R points and hence by Theorem 2 of that paper, Z is an HRMP with unique 
invariant probability measure which we shall denote by rr. Now suppose that A is 
spread-out and let Z* = (X*, B*) denote a stationary version of Z (i.e. started off 
initially with distribution r). Let Z have arbitrary initial state z. Since A is spread-out, 
we can assume (via Asmussen, 1987, Theorem 2.3 of Chapter 6) that B(t) admits 
coupling to B*(t), that is, there exists a randomized stopping time y-1 such that 
B(t) = B*(t) for t 2 9,. From time y-1 onward, X and X” have the same arrival 
process (the sample paths are identical). Since X,, is Harris ergodic it admits coupling 
so we can assume that there exists a discrete randomized stopping time 4 (with 
t,zT-,)suchthatX(t,-)=X*(t,-)forn 2 4. But then at the randomized stopping 
time .Yz = t9 we have X(YJ = X*(TJ. By defining X(t) = X*(t) for t 2 F2 we 
obtain a coupling of Z to Z” which implies that IIP,(Z( t) E .) - ~11 G P,( Y2 > t) 
giving the desired result (see Asmussen, 1987, p. 143). Conversely if convergence 
to rr is in total variation then in particular, the distribution of B(t) converges to 
that of B*(t) in total variation. But this implies that A is spread-out (Asmussen, 
1987, Theorem 2.3). 0 
6. Extension to multi-server nodes 
Suppose each node of our network is a multi-server facility. The ith node has a(i) 
servers working in parallel, customers form one queue, the system operates under 
the FIFO discipline, and service times are i.i.d. - Gi. pi dsf hi/(a(i)pi). 
Theorems 2.1 and 5.1 remain valid. We only sketch the proof. To obtain regener- 
ation points, we use the results of Sigman (1988a, p. 400) where explicit regeneration 
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points are found for the special case of tandem queues. In a similar spirit, regener- 
ation points can be found for the special case of RA. The proof then proceeds 
exactly as for the single node case. 
7. General paths 
Suppose that the routing is not necessarily Markovian. C,, brings with them a path 
k, denoting the sequence of stations to be attended in the order they are to be 
attended. We assume that {k,} is i.i.d. with a general distribution on the space 
{(i ,,i,,...,i,):l~i,~c,l~~<<}.Letl,denotethelengthofthepathk,,thatis, 
the total number of times that C, wishes service before going home. We assume 
that E( I,) < ~0. Observe that Ai and p, can be defined exactly as in Section 2. Let 
I?, = (k(l), . . . , k(c)) denote the remaining path vector; R(i) is a list of the 
remaining paths of all customers at node i at time t,-. It follows that X = (0, Y, B) 
is Markovian. We will refer to this model as a general path (GP) network. 
Unfortunately, Theorems 2.1 and 5.1 are false for GP when c 2 2. Depending on 
the distribution of k,, regeneration points may or may not exist (that are independent 
of initial conditions). Counterexample: c = 2, k, = (1,2, 1,2), T, = 6 and S,( 1) = 
S,,(2) = 2. In this case it is easily seen that different initial conditions give rise to 
different cyclic behavior. 
Bounded rectangles B(k, b, 1) (where 1 refers to the length of a remaining path), 
however, are positive recurrent for GP (when pi < 1 for each i) and hence if 
regeneration points can be found for which Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 hold then Harris 
recurrence will follow. We briefly sketch how to prove that bounded rectangles are 
positive recurrent: First show that service times can be assumed bounded. This is 
done exactly as in the Markovian routing case and gives rise to the chain J,,. Similarly, 
next show that path lengths 1, can also be assumed bounded. This can be done by 
using Foster’s criterion on J,, with the function g(x) = the maximum length of a 
remaining path. This gives rise to a chain H, representing consecutive visits of X 
to B(a, b, 1). Finally use Foster’s criterion on the chain H,, with g(x) = expected 
total work in system. 
A special case of interest is a permutation tandem queue (PTA), where k, has a 
general distribution on the set of permutations of the integers {1,2,. . . , c}. Thus 
each customer attends every station exactly once but the order in which they do so 
is allowed to differ among customers. Observe that the rate conditions pi < 1 are 
the same as for a stable TA. The regenerative structure of PTA is easy to identify: 
For any permutation rr, let p(v) = P(K, = v). Choose any permutation n with 
p( 7r) > 0 and condition on consecutive arrivals bringing path rr with them. In this 
manner we obtain an ordinary TA from Section 3 together with its regeneration 
points. We thus obtain 
Proposition 7.1. X for PTA is Harris ergodic if pi < 1 for each i (1 s is c). 0 
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8. Markov modulated Poisson arrivals 
Suppose that the exogenous arrival process {t,} is a non-stationary Poisson process 
with intensity A(t) modulated by a finite state space continuous time Markov chain 
(CTMC) L(t). L is assumed ergodic with state space {1,2,. . . , a} and stationary 
distribution v. For each i, if L(t) = i then h(t) = hi 2 0. A d&f E,(A (t)) is the long run 
average arrival rate. Let L, = L(t,-), X,, = (Q,,, Y,,, L,) and Z(t) = (Q(t), Y(t), 
L(t)). Then X and Z are Markovian. We assume that for each i (1 G is c), pi < 1. 
Proposition 8.1. X with Markov modulated Poisson arrivals is Harris ergodic and Z 
is a positive HRMP that converges in total variation to its stationary distribution. The 
system empties in$nitely often. 
Proof. Let A, = max{A, : 1 s i G a}. Let T, = t,,, - t, denote the nth interarrival time. 
Observe that for all n and all t and all initial states x, 
Next let w(x) denote the total work in system and observe that 
px((Q,, Y,) =O)> E{e~“~~~“““‘}. 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
The idea here is that w(x) is the maximum length of time required for the system 
to finish the work w(x) since at least one server’will be busy when w(x) > 0. Let 
h(X,) = (Qn, Y,), that is, h deletes the state of L,. If h(x,) G h(x2) then w(x,) is 
stochastically smaller than w(xJ hence it follows (from (8.2)) that if h (X,,) E B( k, 6) 
then P(h(X,+,) = 0) 2 (Y > 0 where (Y = Ly(k, b) = min{E{e-“3n”‘“‘): h(x) E B(k, 6)). 
By a (Y geometric trial argument, it follows that if B(k, 6) is positive recurrent then 
the event {h(X,) = 0} is positive recurrent. In this case since the state space of L, 
is finite there must exist a state i such that the event {X, = (i, 0)) is positive recurrent 
as well, hence; we obtain an embedded renewal process for X. Aperiodicity is 
immediate. 
Thus to prove that X is Harris ergodic it suffices to prove that B(k, a) is positive 
recurrent. This can be done using Foster’s criterion on g(x) just as for the case of 
renewal arrivals. Z can be handled by coupling just as in Theorem 5.1 since L(t) 
admits coupling to a stationary version (due to its ergodicity). 0 
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